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Halogenated earth abundant metalloporphyrins as photostable sensitizers for visible-light-driven water oxidation in a neutral phosphate buffer solution†

Hung-Cheng Chen, Joost N. H. Reek, René M. Williams and Albert M. Brouwer*

Very photostable tetrachloro-metalloporphyrins were developed as sensitizers for visible-light-driven water oxidation coupled to cobalt based water-oxidation catalysts in concentrated (0.1 M) phosphate buffer solution. Potassium persulfate \( (\text{K}_2 \text{S}_2 \text{O}_8) \) acts as a sacrificial electron acceptor to oxidize the metalloporphyrin photosensitizers in their excited states. The radical cations thus produced drive the cobalt based water-oxidation catalysts: \( \text{Co}_4\text{O}_4 \)-cubane and \( \text{Co(NO}_3)_2 \) as pre-catalyst for cobalt-oxide \( (\text{CoO}_x) \) nanoparticles. Two different metalloporphyrins \( (\text{Cu}(\text{II}) \) and \( \text{Ni}(\text{II}) \) both showed very high photostability in the photocatalytic reaction, as compared to non-halogenated analogues. This indicates that photostability primarily depends on the substitution of the porphyrin macrocycle, not on the central metal. Furthermore, our molecular design strategy not only positively increases the electrochemical potential by 120–140 mV but also extends the absorption spectrum up to \( \sim 600 \) nm. As a result, the solar photon capturing abilities of halogenated metalloporphyrins \( (\text{Cu}(\text{II}) \) and \( \text{Ni}(\text{II}) \) are comparable to that of the natural photosynthetic pigment, chlorophyll \( a \). We successfully demonstrate long-term (\( >3 \) h) visible-light-driven water oxidation using our molecular system based on earth-abundant (first-row transition) metals in concentrated phosphate buffer solution.

Introduction

One of the options to create energy in a sustainable way is the solar-to-fuel approach. Solar-driven splitting of water to produce \( \text{O}_2 \) and \( \text{H}_2 \) via artificial photosynthesis is the key challenge in this field. The water splitting reaction consists of two half reactions that are frequently studied as independent reactions: a water oxidation reaction in which water is oxidized to give oxygen and protons and a proton reduction reaction that gives molecular hydrogen. In homogeneous solution studies on light-driven water oxidation, three components are required to achieve photocatalytic activity: a sacrificial electron acceptor, a photosensitizer (PS) and a water oxidation catalyst (WOC). A significant number of water oxidation catalysts has been reported in the last decade including \( \text{Ru} \), \( \text{Ir} \), \( \text{Mn} \), \( \text{Co} \), \( \text{Fe} \), and \( \text{Cu} \) complexes as well as related micro- or nano-scale materials such as iridium oxide, and cobalt oxide. Less effort has been invested in the development of photosensitizers for homogenous photocatalytic water oxidation and photoanode devices. Currently, mainly Ru polypyridine complexes are used as sensitizers. On the other hand, metalloporphyrins could be powerful alternatives. The excited photosensitizer reacts with the sacrificial electron acceptor to produce the photosensitizer radical cation \( \text{PS}^+ \) (Scheme 1). This then oxidizes the WOC, provided that the redox potential \( E(\text{PS}^+/\text{PS}) \) is high enough (\( >1.20 \) V vs. NHE, considering that the WOC typically function with moderate overpotentials \( \eta \leq 400 \) mV, under neutral conditions). Although the potentials in metalloporphyrins can be varied by changing the central metal atom, only few of these porphyrins have a sufficiently high reduction potential of their radical cations. Recently, systems with a highly positive potential \( >1.40 \) V vs. NHE were reported, e.g. a Zn(III)-porphyrin.

Scheme 1 Light-driven water oxidation mechanism for the three-component system used here.
with strongly electron withdrawing pentafluorophenyl substituents and a Pt(II)-porphyrin, and these were successfully used for light-driven water oxidation under neutral conditions. More recently, Mallouk et al. reported a series of free-base porphyrins with a broad range of potentials from 1.23 to 1.50 V vs. NHE, and also successfully demonstrated light driven water splitting using photoelectrodes obtained by co-deposition of these porphyrins and IrO₂.

Because proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) plays a key kinetic role in catalytic water-oxidation mechanisms, buffer base and concentration dramatically influence the catalytic activity. Moreover, in model studies that focus on catalytic water oxidation progressive acidification of the reaction medium occurs at higher conversion, resulting in less favorable thermodynamics. A high buffer capacity is required to assure good proton management. To address these issues, aqueous phosphate salts, such as potassium phosphate (KPi, pKₐ = 7.21) are ideal buffer systems for studying light-driven water oxidation under neutral conditions. The hydrogen phosphate ion has been proven to act as an efficient proton acceptor in the oxygen-producing reaction under nearly neutral conditions. Therefore, concentrated and (nearly) neutral phosphate buffer is the preferred medium for the study of water oxidation.

In order to produce solar fuel on an industrial scale, it is necessary to make large scale and long-term stable artificial photosynthetic devices. Consequently, cost-effective and robust materials are required to build devices based on molecular components. Importantly, the usage of earth abundant metals in molecular systems for visible-light-driven water oxidation in near-neutral buffer solution is still a big challenge. The β-halogenated metalloporphyrins and metallocorroles as robust catalysts for water oxidation, proton reduction and other chemical reactions have been reported in the literature. Moreover, it is known that halogenation at the pyrrole β-positions of porphyrins can positively shift the electrochemical potential for its oxidation. Inspired by this molecular design strategy we report here new photostable metalloporphyrin sensitizers with suitable potentials E(PS⁺%/PS) using only earth abundant metals for light-driven water oxidation. We combine the photosensitizers with two Co-based water oxidation catalysts (WOC), thus completely avoiding the use of precious metals. The chemical structures are shown in Fig. 1. Our light-driven water oxidation studies were performed in concentrated (0.1 M) phosphate buffer solution containing a sacrificial electron acceptor (K₂S₂O₈).

## Results and discussion

### Photophysical and electrochemical studies

The chlorinated Cu(II) and Ni(II) derivatives of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis-(4-methoxycarbonylphenyl)-porphyrin, bearing four halogens at the β-pyrole positions, were prepared in high yield (up to 70%) using a modified literature procedure. The UV-Vis absorption spectra and cyclic voltammograms of the compounds were obtained in CH₂Cl₂ at 298 K. Data on the molar absorption coefficients and the potentials E(PS⁺%/PS) for various metalloporphyrins used in this study are collected in Table 1. The absorption spectra of all metalloporphyrins studied are dominated by bands that can be attributed to spin-allowed π–π transitions with an intense Soret band around 400 nm and moderately intense Q bands in the range 500–600 nm, which are shown in Fig. 2.

For halogenated meso-tetrayroporphyrins, the electron-withdrawing halogen atoms at the β-positions reduce the energies of both the HOMOs and LUMOs, and cause a disruption of the planarity of the porphyrin macrocycle framework, reducing the HOMO-LUMO gap. The net result is a small lowering of the HOMO energies and a greater stabilization of the LUMOs in halogenated metallo-porphyrins. Consequently, spectral red-shifts of the Soret and Q-bands of porphyrins are
observed in Cu(II)-TClTCMePP and Ni(II)-TClTCMePP, compared to the nonhalogenated analogs. Moreover, spectral broadening is also usually observed for halogenated porphyrins as a result of the distorted macrocycle. The spectral red shifts and broadening improve the light-harvesting properties of the photosensitizers. The photon-capture ability under solar irradiation will be discussed later. In order to carry out homogeneous three-component light-driven water oxidation studies, water-soluble metalloporphyrins were prepared by hydrolysis of the ester groups. Small spectral red-shifts of the Q-bands in Cu(II)-TClTCPP and Ni(II)-TClTCPP are observed in 0.1 M KPi solution compared to the corresponding esters in CH2Cl2. The excited state energies were determined with steady state luminescence spectroscopy in solution (deoxygenated by Ar purging) at room temperature (21 °C). The emission spectra are shown in Fig. S1 (ESI†). Cu(II)-TClTCMePP in CH2Cl2 shows emission at shorter wavelengths than Cu(II)-TCMePP (Fig. S1(a), ESI†). This phenomenon was also observed in other Cu(II)-porphyrins with modified 5,10,15,20-tetraphenyl groups. Surprisingly, there is only a small shift in wavelength between Cu(II)-TCPP and Cu(II)-TClTCPP in phosphate buffer solution (Fig. S1(b), ESI†). The deduced values of triplet state energies \( E(T_1) \) are shown in Table 1. For none of the Ni(II)-porphyrins emission could be detected. Therefore, we used the value of \( E(T_1) = 1.18 \) eV (1051 nm) reported in the literature for Ni(II)-TPP for all nickel-porphyrins. The electron withdrawing character of the chlorine substituents have been reported to show a large variation (from 300 to 15 ns) and to be influenced by penta-coordination by e.g. the solvent. Triplet-quartet and triplet-doublet states (and fast sub-nS components related to their equilibration) play a role as well as vibronic distortions. This complex behaviour is reflected in the multi-exponential emission decays and ns-TA data observed here. Cu(II)-TCMePP and Cu(II)-TCPP show the longest lifetimes (28 ns and 12 ns respectively) next to one or two shorter components. The tetrachloro compounds (Cu(II)-TClTCMePP and Cu(II)-TClTCPP) display only short (sub ns) lifetimes (see Table S1, ESI†).

Cyclic voltammetry was performed with all metalloporphyrins in CH2Cl2, containing 0.1 M tetrabutyl-ammonium hexafluorophosphate, [NBu4PF6]. In addition, the water-soluble compounds were studied in 0.2 M KPi as electrolyte (see ESI†). In order to unite all potentials for the water oxidation reaction, all the oxidation potentials of metalloporphyrins are referenced to NHE. The potential was determined using the ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple as an internal standard and the half-wave potential \( E_{1/2} \) was taken as 0.690 V vs. NHE in dichloromethane.

For the nonhalogenated derivatives of the metallo-porphyrins in dichloromethane two quasi-reversible one-electron redox processes are observed with midpoint potentials \( E_{1/2}(\text{PS}^+/\text{C15}) = 1.32 \) and \( E_{1/2}(\text{PS}^{2+}/\text{C15}) = 1.69 \) V vs. NHE for Cu(II)-TCMePP (Fig. 3(a)) and \( E_{1/2} \) of 1.37 and 1.66 V vs. NHE in Ni(II)-TCMePP (Fig. 3(b)).

The electron withdrawing character of the chlorine substituents is expected to influence significantly the electrochemical

---

**Fig. 2** UV-visible absorption spectra (molar absorption coefficient \( \varepsilon \)) of Cu(II) and Ni(II)-porphyrin photosensitizers (a) esters in CH2Cl2 and (b) carboxylic acids in 0.1 M KPi solution at pH 7.0.

**Fig. 3** Cyclic voltammograms of (a) Cu(II)-TCMePP, Cu(II)-TClTCMePP and (b) Ni(II)-TClTCMePP, Ni(II)-TClTCMePP; concentrations 1.0 mM in CH2Cl2 solution with 0.1 M NBu4PF6 electrolyte, scan rate 100 mV s \( ^{-1} \). Fc/Fc\(^+\) used as internal standard and NHE = Fc/Fc\(^+\) +0.69 V.47,48
properties of the porphyrin derivatives.\textsuperscript{34,49} Higher potentials for oxidation can clearly be observed for the tetrachlorometalloporphyrins as compared to the nonhalogenated analogs. $E_{1/2}(PS^*/PS)$ values of 1.44 V vs. NHE for Cu(II)-TCI-TMePP and 1.51 V vs. NHE for Ni(II)-TCITCMePP were obtained. These more positive potentials for oxidation of the tetrachlorometalloporphyrins imply that their radical cations could provide a larger driving force to activate the water oxidation catalysts. For water-soluble metalloporphyrins, the presence of four negatively charged peripheral benzoate substituents can alter the redox potentials in KPi solution. All potentials of the water-soluble metalloporphyrin are 150–200 mV lower than those of the water-insoluble analogs with methyl benzoate substituents. However, also in phosphate buffer, there is a clear difference between tetrachloro-metalloporphyrins and the non-halogenated analogs. Importantly, the highest $E(PS^*/PS)$ of 1.33 V vs. NHE was obtained for Ni(II)-TCITCPP in KPi solution (see Table 1). This indicates that Ni(II)-TCITCPP has enough electron transfer driving force to activate WOCs with moderate overpotentials (∼400 mV) at neutral pH with standard potential of 0.82 V vs. NHE for water oxidation.

**Electrocatalytic water oxidation by Co-based catalysts**

Co$_4$O$_4$-cubane and Co(NO$_3$)$_2$ as pre-catalyst for cobalt oxide nanoparticle are known active catalysts for water oxidation reactions in phosphate buffer solution.\textsuperscript{7,35} Electrochemistry was used to characterize these Co-based catalytic systems. Cyclic voltammetry of a solution containing 1 mM Co$_4$O$_4$-cubane in 0.2 M KPi buffer as electrolyte at pH 7 to pH 10 is shown in Fig. 4. Considering the onset of the anodic current due to water oxidation (assumed as the potential at which the current intensity reaches 40 μA), the electrocatalytic potential depends on the pH: it is +1.33 V vs. NHE at pH 7, +1.29 V vs. NHE at pH 8, +1.23 V vs. NHE at pH 9 and +1.15 V vs. NHE at pH 10. This is in agreement with the pH dependence of the water oxidation potential.\textsuperscript{50} In addition, the increasing anodic current intensity observed by increasing the pH of the solution indicates that the buffer anions promote the proton-coupled electron transfer in the water oxidation reaction.\textsuperscript{56}

For the heterogeneous cobalt oxide nanoparticle water oxidation catalyst, cyclic voltammetry of a solution containing 2 mM Co(NO$_3$)$_2$ in 0.2 M phosphate buffer as electrolyte at pH 7 showed a small oxidation peak at 1.21 V (vs. NHE) that is due to Co$^{III/II}$ oxidation, followed by a rapidly growing catalytic oxidation wave as shown in Fig. S9 (ESI†). Moreover, an appreciable onset catalytic current at ∼1.1 V (vs. NHE) corresponding to $\eta = 280$ mV at pH 7.0 can be observed. This result is consistent with recent work on CoPi.\textsuperscript{25,51}

![Fig. 4 Cyclic voltammograms of water oxidation by Co$_4$O$_4$-cubane (2 mM) in 0.2 M KPi at pH 7 to pH 10.](image)

The photophysical and electrochemical data were used to construct energy level diagrams of PS, cobalt based WOCs and sacrificial electron acceptor (K$_2$S$_2$O$_8$) in phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 (Fig. 5).\textsuperscript{52}

![Fig. 5 Energy schemes of halogenated metalloporphyrin photosensitizer (PS) and water oxidation catalysts. (a) Cu(II)-TCITCPP with Co$_4$O$_4$-cubane and (b) Ni(II)-TCITCPP with Co$_4$O$_4$-cubane in phosphate buffer solution at pH 7.0. Herein, $E(0/O_2/H_2O) = +0.82$ V and $E(H^+/H_2) = -0.41$ V.](image)

Visible-light driven water oxidation

To investigate the activities of visible light driven water oxidation we employed a three-component system composed of a water-soluble metalloporphyrin as the photosensitizer, potassium persulfate (K$_2$S$_2$O$_8$) as a sacrificial electron acceptor, and Co$_4$O$_4$-cubane as a catalyst or Co(NO$_3$)$_2$ as pre-catalyst in concentrated phosphate buffer (0.1 M KPi) solution. The photochemical oxygen generation...
was recorded by means of a Clark oxygen electrode under 120 W halogen lamp illumination. The O₂ generation in this photocatalytic system is believed to follow the well-established reaction mechanism presented in Scheme 1.

By using the electrochemical potentials of the water-soluble metalloporphyrin photosensitizers and the electrocatalytic water oxidation results in phosphate buffer solution, the energy relationships between photosensitizers and catalysts can be estimated. In principle, the redox potential of the radical cation of the water-soluble photosensitizer should be higher than the onset of the catalytic potential of the catalyst in order to get catalysis. However, both the ΔE(PS²⁺/PS) value of +1.13 V vs. NHE for Cu(II)-TCPP and +1.22 V vs. NHE observed for Cu(II)-TClTCPP are less than the onset catalytic potential (+1.33 V vs. NHE) of Co₄O₄-cubane at pH 7. Therefore, the Cu(II)-porphyrin photosensitizers were further studied coupled to Co₄O₄-cubane at a higher pH. Herein, the turnover number is defined as TON = [O₂]/[catalyst]. The slope of the initial oxygen evolution is used to determine the maximum turnover frequency (TOFmax = d[TON]/dt).

Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the time courses of photocatalytic O₂ generation by Co₄O₄-cubane with Cu(II)-TCPP and Cu(II)-TClTCPP as photosensitizers. Clearly, Cu(II)-TCPP shows only very little production of O₂, even at pH 10. For Cu(II)-TClTCPP, on the other hand, the O₂ yield is substantial for pH > 8. The TOFmax = 1.1 × 10⁻³ s⁻¹ at pH 9 increased to TOFmax = 3.0 × 10⁻³ s⁻¹ at pH 10. Fig. 6(c) shows photocatalytic water oxidation activities with Co(NO₃)₂ as precatalyst with both Cu(II)-porphyrins at pH 7.0. A considerable O₂ yield was only observed for Cu(II)-TClTCPP. Because the reduction potential of Cu(II)-TClTCPP²⁺ at +1.22 V is higher than the onset catalytic current at +1.1 V of Co(NO₃)₂ [Fig. S6, ESI†], Cu(II)-TClTCPP²⁺ is thermodynamically capable to induce water oxidation by nanoparticles generated in situ from Co(NO₃)₂ in pH 7.0 KPi buffer solution.

Fig. 7 shows the time courses of photocatalytic O₂ generation by (a) Co₄O₄-cubane (b) Co(NO₃)₂ precursor with Ni(II)-TCPP and Ni(II)-TClTCPP as photosensitizers at pH 7.0. Both results show that only the Ni(II)-TClTCPP sensitizer leads to O₂ production. This conclusion is in agreement with the cyclic voltammetry (CV) of Co₄O₄-cubane or the Co(NO₃)₂ precursor and Ni(II)-TClTCPP at pH 7.0. The potential of oxidation of Ni(II)-TClTCPP (1.33 V vs. NHE) is higher than the onset of the catalytic wave due to water oxidation of Co₂O₄-cubane (~1.3 V vs. NHE) or the Co(NO₃)₂ precursor (1.1 V vs. NHE). Therefore, Ni(II)-TClTCPP²⁺ is thermodynamically capable of promoting water oxidation with these two Co-based catalysts in neutral phosphate buffer solution. The potential of oxidation of Ni(II)-TCPP is too low to efficiently oxidize the catalysts. It is interesting to note that the Co₂O₄-cubane, which has a larger overpotential than the Co(NO₃)₂ derived catalyst, gives a substantially higher TOF with the Ni(II)-TClTCPP photosensitizer.

**Light control experiment of the photochemical water oxidation**

A light control experiment shows that the catalytic water oxidation in our systems is truly driven by light (Fig. 8). These results clearly confirm the light-driven water oxidation by the Co-based catalysts and halogenated metalloporphyrins (Cu(II) and Ni(II)). A slight [O₂] decrease during the “off” period was observed which results from equilibration of dissolved oxygen with the headspace. Importantly, the production of oxygen in Fig. 8 can be observed for several hours. This indicates that the halogenated metalloporphyrins are photo-stable throughout the whole experiment. Fig. S10 (ESI†) shows the color pictures and absorption spectra of the photocatalytic solutions before and after the time course of illumination. Both nonhalogenated metalloporphyrins (Cu(II)-TCPP and Ni(II)-TCPP) changed from red to dark brown, respectively. This indicates that decomposition of Cu(II)-TCPP and Ni(II)-TCPP occurs during the illumination. In contrast, it can be seen by eye that the...
halogenated metalloporphyrins (Cu(II)-TClTCPP and Ni(II)-TClTCPP) in Fig. S9(b) and (d) (ESI†), are stable as the color of solution before and after illumination is identical. This visual impression is more quantitatively supported by a comparison of the UV-Vis absorption spectra. The absorption spectra (Fig. S10(b) and (d), ESI†) of both halogenated metalloporphyrins were still identical with the initial spectra.

We conclude that tetrachlorination at the β-pyrrole positions of tetraarylporphyrins dramatically improves the photo-stability of the porphyrin photosensitizers. In addition, two metalloporphyrins (Cu(II)-TClTCPP and Ni(II)-TClTCPP) with the same tetrachloro-porphyrin macrocycle show long term photostability in photocatalytic water oxidation. This indicates that photo-stability is a property of the tetrachloro-porphyrin macrocycle, not related to the central metal in tetrachloro-metalloporphyrins.

The advantages of a tetrachloro metallo-tetraarylporphyrins for sunlight driven water oxidation

One of the essential properties of photoactive chromophores applied to molecule-based artificial photosynthetic devices is their ability to capture photons over a large part of the solar spectrum. Fig. S11(a) (ESI†) shows the UV-Vis spectra of the four chromophores: Cu(n)-TCTCMePP, Ni(n)-TCTCMePP, Ru(bpy)₃²⁺, and Chl a (related to the monomer of P680 in natural oxygenic photosynthesis). In addition, Fig. S11(b) (ESI†) shows the photon absorption rates by 2 mM solutions of chromophores under AM1.5G sunlight in the range 300 to 730 nm. The integrated molar absorptivities and percentages of photons absorbed by 2 mM chromophore solutions are shown in Table 2. Both the values for Cu(n)-TCTCMePP and Ni(n)-TCTCMePP are at least five times larger than those of Ru(bpy)₃²⁺ because they show much more intense absorption in the visible light range. Another parameter representing the photon-absorption ability of a chromophore is the 50% photon capture threshold (PCT₅₀), which is the concentration of a chromophore needed to absorb 50% of incident solar photons in the given solar spectrum range. The PCT₅₀ of Cu(n)-TCTCMePP and Ni(n)-TCTCMePP are about one order
smaller than that of Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$. Moreover, compared to our previously reported photoactive chromophore, Pt(n)-TCMPP,$^{22}$ the broadening and red-shift of absorption by tetrachlorination for Cu(n)-TCMPP and Ni(n)-TCMPP make the PCT$^{20}$ a factor four smaller than that of Pt(n)-TCMPP. The photon absorption rates of 2 μM for both tetrachloro-metalloporphyrins are also higher than that of chlorophyll $a$. Even though chlorophyll $a$ has broader bands that span a large portion of the sunlight spectrum, the PCT$^{20}$ values of both of our tetrachloro-metalloporphyrins are similar to that of chlorophyll $a$.

The second essential property of a photosensitizer for light-driven water oxidation is the oxidation potential.$^{19}$ Particularly, the $E_{1/2}(PS^+/PS)$ of Ni(n)-TCMPP is 250 mV higher than $E_{1/2}(PS^+/PS)$ of Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$. Thus, choosing tetrachlorometalloporphyrins as photosensitizers for light-driven water oxidation not only affords a better light harvesting function under solar excitation but also provides a larger driving force for electron transfer from the WOC to the radical cation of the photosensitizer. We previously studied the noble-metal based photo-active porphyrin, Pt(n)-TCPP, which was shown to be much more photostable in phosphate buffer solution, and to have a better photon capture ability than Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$. The halogenated metalloporphyrins introduced in this present work provide a further improvement of both properties.

Conclusions

Tetrachloro-metallo-porphyrins with earth abundant metal ions Cu(n) and Ni(n) are very photostable sensitizers for visible-light-driven water oxidation coupled to cobalt based water oxidation catalysts. The relatively high electrochemical potential of the tetrachloro-metalloporphyrins allows these chromophores to be used to study WOCs with moderate overpotentials (~400 mV) in neutral phosphate buffer solution. Especially Ni(n)-TCITCPP performs well with the Co$_6$O$_6$-cubane WOC. More importantly, the tetrachlorometalloporphyrins show exceptionally high photostability in concentrated phosphate buffer solution during light-driven water oxidation. They also show at least five times more solar photon capture ability and 170–250 mV more oxidizing power than the extensively used Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$. Moreover, they also show similar oxidation potentials and better solar photon capture abilities relative to the photoactive noble-metal porphyrin, Pt(n)-TCMPP.$^{23}$ Therefore, the introduction of halogenated metalloporphyrins with earth-abundant metal ions is a step forward in the development of robust photosensitizers in molecule based artificial photosynthesis.
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